
October 20, 2011 “ShakeOut” Earthquake Exercise – Envelope Drill 
 

 
Department: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Person Completing: ______________________________________ Extension: __________________ 
 
Scenario: 
A powerful earthquake just hit Southern California lasting nearly one minute.  In your area, you experienced 
significant shaking and unsecured objects have fallen onto desks, tables, and the floor.  
 
Power is out (except for emergency lighting and red outlets). Water system is intact. There are no apparent fires, 
hazardous materials spills or other dangerous hazards in your area beyond fallen debris. VOIP phones are able to 
dial internal extensions, but unable to dial external phone numbers. Several staff are attempting to use their 
personal cell phones to make outside calls, but there is no signal. Computers plugged into red outlets and laptops 
with battery power can access email, internet, and most clinical applications.  
 
Staff members have sustained injuries from falling objects; however all are ambulatory and capable of continuing to 
work.  
 
Floor is littered with items that have fallen from shelving, and several pieces of equipment have been damaged by 
falling items. Some ceiling tiles have also broken loose and fallen to the floor. 
 
Drill Activities: 
 

1. Locate your Disaster & Emergency Response Manual (DERM).  
a. Where is the manual located in your department? __________________________________________ 
 
b. What is the phone number to the RRMC Hospital Command Center? ___________________________ 
 
c. Complete the Departmental Status Report form in the manual and communicate the information to the 

Command Center.  
 
 



2. Locate your department’s disaster kit. 
a. Where is the disaster kit located? _____________________________________________ 
b. Does the kit have a plastic lock securing it closed? _______ 
c. If not, please inventory the kit and notify oep@mednet.ucla.edu if any items are missing. 
 
 

3. Identify 3 responsibilities of your department during a Code Triage External Tier-3 Activation (refer to 
Departmental Response Matrix) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
4. Which of the following are appropriate responses to a strong earthquake (circle all that apply): 

a. Immediately protect yourself by moving to the nearest doorway and stand there until the shaking stops 
b. Assess area, supplies, staff and capabilities and report status information to the Command Center 
c. Immediately call Hospital Command Center and ask what to do 
d. Activate departmental disaster plan 
e. Immediately run out of the building to the designated evacuation assembly area 
f. Place all phone receivers back on the hook 
g. Prepare for aftershocks by moving away from windows and other falling hazards 

 
 
5. If you have staff members that are unable to perform their usual job duties, or excess staff who can be 

reassigned, they need to report to the hospital Labor Pool at RRMC B-130 Tamkin Auditorium. How many staff 
would you be able to send to the Labor Pool? ___________ 
***OPTIONAL: If you have any staff who could actually be spared to participate in this exercise, please 
send them to the labor pool now. 
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6.  Please huddle with your staff, read the scenario above and ask the following question: “If you were asked to stay 
at work tonight, what would you say?” (note: one person can give multiple responses) 

a. No problem _____________ (# staff who gave this response) 
b. I need to take care of my child/children ___________ (# staff who gave this response) 
c. I need to take care of a dependent adult ___________ (# staff who gave this response) 
d. I need to take care of my pet(s) ____________ (# staff who gave this response) 
e. I am worried about transportation because I carpool/vanpool/etc. _________ (# staff who gave this 

response) 
f. Total number of staff polled: _________________ 
 


